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The B2 Solar Whirlygig is a simple circuit demonstrating solar electricity. It uses a single solar cell to power a 

small dc hobby motor. Attached to the motor is a wheel & CD that spins in the sunlight. The CD can be 

decorated with various art materials.  The B2 Solar Whirlygig does NOT require soldering.  

Materials Tools 

 Solar Schoolhouse Whirlygig Basic V2 Kit #SSH-WGB2: CD mailer box, 
CD w.holes, solar cell with clips (0.5v*400mA), DC Motor - no wires 
(# RE280RA), double sided foam tape, 2” yellow wheel (2mm axle 
diameter), pipe cleaners (assorted colors), energy beads 

 Glue sticks (optional) 

 Packing tape, clear (tear by hand type, recommended) 

 spin art materials (optional – solarhouse.org/spinart) 

 Xacto or utility knife 

 Ruler 

 Compass (or quarter for tracing) 

 Glue gun (optional) 

 Pens, pencils.  

 Scissors (for tape, or 
decorations) 

 

You’ll need to make 2 holes in the CD 

Mailer box: 1 is for the motor, and the 

other rectangular hole is for the wires from 

the solar cell. The Layout [left] shows one 

possible way to position these holes 

(though it’s better to draw markings on the 

inside of the box, so they’re not seen when 

you’re done).  In this example, the motor 

will be positioned in the center, near the 

top edge. This is so that when the CD is 

placed on the motor, the CD will not shade 

the solar cell.  The rectangular Wire hole is 

positioned so that the wires & clips on the 

solar cell can reach through the box and 

attach on the tabs on the motor.  You can 

estimate where these holes should be 

located, or use the dimensions above as a 

guide.  The diameter of the motor is approximately equal to the diameter of a Quarter (~ 24 mm), so you can 

use a Quarter to trace a circle, OR you can use the motor to trace around.  Then draw some ‘Pizza Slice’ marks 

in the circle and cut the slices, but NOT the circle.  Push the motor through such that motor tabs will fit inside 

the box when closed, then use packing tape to secure motor to the pizza slice wedges.  
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Cut one of double sided foam tape squares in half. Put half square on each side of the blob on the back of the 

solar cell, and a full square over the solar cell sticker. Thread the wire clips, one by one, through the 

rectangular hole and carefully clip onto the motor tabs.   

 

Test the solar cell and motor in sunshine.  Give the motor axle a twist to get it started, if needed. Glue the CD 

onto the yellow wheel (OR use the foam tape to attach), using the X on the wheel as a guide for centering the 

CD.  Decorate your CD with pipe cleaners, beads, etc. Optionally add Solar Spin Art to the center 

(solarschoolhouse.org/spinart).  Remove the paper on the double sided foam tape on the back of the solar cell 

to attach to the CD Mailer box – try to place it with minimal shading from the CD. 

 

Use colored pens to design a solar scene or message on your Whirlygig box.  Add sunshine and share your 

creation with others. 

 

http://www.solarschoolhouse.org/spinart

